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OUR WORLD: A clothes call...
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Climate change is threatening our
very existence — and at this stage,
everyone is familiar with changes to
energy consumption, diet and
transport that might help.

But a growing movement is warning that
the very clothes on your back are bad for the
planet too.
What if you could do your part in saving the
world by swapping your weekly fast fashion
hauls for strangers’ hand-me-downs instead?
With shops shuttered for lockdown, more
and more young people are turning to online
reselling service Depop for their fashion fix.
Anyone with teenagers around the house
will be familiar with them scrolling through
the popular app for hours in the hunt for a
hidden gem among the thousands of pieces for
sale.
Depop is a social shopping app popular
amongst young people which combines the
appeal of eBay and Instagram.
The site has recently seen huge growth, with
the Irish market doubling in the past six
months.
Worldwide it has over 18 million users, 90
per cent of whom are under the age of 26.

Jewellery

Depop allows anyone to create their own
online page and sell their old clothes,
jewellery, shoes, or anything that will attract
a buyer.
Instead of throwing out unworn items from
their wardrobe, users can advertise and sell
them on Depop to earn some extra cash.
It has seen huge growth in the pandemic
which has led to people having little else to do
other than clear out their overflowing
wardrobes.
Different to reselling websites such as eBay
or Done Deal, Depop is all about the visual
aesthetics.
You might
get away with
selling your
ageing
mahogany
bedroom set
via a set of
fuzzy
and
poorly
framed phoQUICK: Online shopping
tographs on
Done
Deal,
but this won’t
make the cut on Depop.
Teens and young adults often model their
products, using a combination of high-quality
lighting, bright coloured backgrounds, and
the latest iPhone camera quality to create eye
catching images which stand out from the sea
of other items being sold.
The key to attracting buyers is ‘selling’ your
piece, styling it up in your photo and editing
it to perfection. When scrolling through a
popular seller’s page, it often can look like a
trendy young influencer’s Instagram.
One of the factors for Depop’s success is the
popularisation of vintage clothes.
Consumers want something unique that
can’t be found in mainstream shops, and that
are reminiscent of fashion trends popular
decades ago that have since come back in style.

Retro

Get used to
a new way
of shopping
OU R
WORLD
STYLE: Outfits
using hidden
gems bought
on (above right)
Depop are a hit

Clothes tagged ‘retro’, ‘80s disco’, ‘90s
grunge’, ‘totally y2k!’, are guaranteed to
attract attention from teens across Ireland.
This results in them buying trendy
vintage pieces off Depop and ending
up horrified when their mother says:
“I wore something exactly like that
when I was your age!”
Buyers will often turn to Depop
when looking for a deal.
Great quality products can be found
on the app for cheaper than retail
price due to them being preowned.
But Depop has also become popular
amongst the environmentally conthem in terrible conditions.
scious Generation Z.
According to the United Nations,
The fashion industry is the quiet
the fashion industry contributes to
killer of our planet.
Fast fashion, the mass production 20 per cent of water waste in the
o f c l o t h e s m a d e f r o m c h e a p world. It can take almost 3,000 of
materials, often containing harmful litres of water to make one single
plastic and chem icals, is both T-shirt — one person’s water intake
devastating to the environment and over 3 years.
a serious human rights issue.
Gas
To keep up with ever changing
The fashion industry contributes
trends, some brands use sweatshops
10 per cent of the greenhouse gas
to produce huge amounts of poorquality clothing, often paying emissions heating our planet and
employees very little and working contributing to climate change.
Oxfam Ireland says Irish people

HIT APP DEPOP HAS MADE
SECONDHAND TRENDY AND
IS GOOD FOR PLANET TOO
dump 225,000 tonnes of clothes
every year, most of which go straight
into landfill.
Against that background Depop is
an alternative many younger people
are switching to, making a conscious
ethical decision not to pump money
into an industry which is rapidly
destroying our ecosystem.
And with the possibility of becoming a lockdown entrepreneur from
your own bedroom, expect more and
more people to devote themselves to
becoming full time sellers.

Hoy en la Historia
March 1, 1872

Yellowstone National Park was
founded in the U.S., becoming the
world’s first national park. It is
renowned for its geysers and
strikingly coloured hot springs
1926: Britain’s first 22 public telephone
boxes appeared in London
1966: The Soviet space probe Venera
become the first manmade object to
impact the surface of another planet
1996: U.S. researchers transmitted a
trillion bits of information a second
through an optical fibre
2007: Archaelogists in Greece said
they had discovered a 2,200-year-old
statue of the goddess Hera in the
ruins of a city under Mount Olympus
Picture: Getty Images
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The two
sides of
trade’s
coin...
The expansion of global
trade and the increasing
integration of global value
chains raise questions
about how trade and the
environment interact.
Trade can have both positive and negative effects.
Economic growth from
trade expansion can have a
direct impact on the environment by increasing
pollution or degrading natural resources.
In addition, trade liberalisation may lead to specialisation in pollution-intensive activities if environmental policy stringency
differs across countries.
However, increased trade
can in turn, by supporting
economic growth, development, and social welfare,
contribute to a greater
capacity to manage the
environment more
effectively.

STATS OF THE DAY
TRADE (IMPORTS AND EXPORTS)
AS SHARE OF COUNTRIES’ GDP...

